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Abstract: Let G be a graph of order n and 3<f< nl4 be an integer.
Recently, Kaneko and Yoshimoto U Combin fneory Ser B g1(1 I eOlOll,100-109i provided a sharp d(G) condjtion such that for any set X of tvertices, G contarns a hamiltonian cycle H so that the distance along Hbetween any two vertices of X is at least nl2t. ln this article. minimum
degree and connectivity conditions are determined such that for any graph
G of sufficiently large order n and for any set of f vertices Xcv(G),there is a hamiltonian cycle H so that the distance aiong H between
any two consecutive vertices of X is approximately n/t. Furthermore,the minimum degree threshold is determined for the existence of ahamiltonian cycle H such that the vertices of X appea,. in u prur.ribed order
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at approximately predetermined distances along H. o 2011 wley periodicals, rnc.
J Graph Theory 69: 2845, 2012

Keywords: hamiltonian cycles; distances

1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we use the following notation. For a -eraph G. 1et d(G) be the minimum
degree, rc(G) be rhe connectivity of G,l/(r,) be rhe set of neighbors of a vertex v e v(G),
d(v):ll'{(v)l and d1(v) be lN(v)nAl for anr ser.{cI,rG). Also let G[A] denote rhe
induced subgraph of G on A. For two subsers of venices .\.8c5, let e(A,B) be the
number of edges between A arrd B.

we denote a path from u to v by pLu,v)or (r.....r'). *'hile a path from z to v, arong
a path or cycle A, is denoteclby (u,v')s. \\hen the conrext is clear, we may simply
use the notation P. within a path (v1 .v2,...), rhe r.errer'r-i is calred the p."d"""rso.
(likewise v;11 is calied the successor) of the r.ene,r r;.

The distance between u andv is denoted br dlsr( rr.r.). uhile the distance, along a
path or cycle A, is denoted by dists@,1,). For anr. subgraph H CG, we define the order
of H as the number of vertices in 11, that is. ir1l. Ail orher notation mav be found
in l2l.

In 2001, Kaneko and Yoshimoto [6] pror.ed the follori.ing result.

Theorem 1' Let G be a graph of order n. d<nrJ a posirit.e integer andA a set of
at most n/(2d) vertices. If 6(G)>n/2, then there exists a ltontiltoniin cycle in G with
the distance, along the cycle, between any pair oftertices o1 A at least d.

The key restriction here is that d(G) Zn/2 onll'-quarantees that G is 2-connected.
Consider the graph G6:@UB)f {u,v} where A:B:K,,,-1 1;1 and suppose we select
n/(2d) vertices in A (see Fig. r). This graph has minimum desree rt /2, but the chosen
vertices cannot be spread evenly around a hamiltonian cvcle.

In i984, El-Zahar [5] conjecured the followine.

z-6---;--''
'(. ,)---=___-_-_/

FIGURE 1. Sharpness of Theorem 1
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conjecture 1. Ar.t , graph G ott n,ertices atttl tninimum degree at least lln;1+'' +

l)nlrf,where n1 *"'fn1r:n, ltas a2-factorwith cycle lengths rLt'"''jt'Lk'

This conjecture is known to be true for 1ar-ue values of n (see S. Abbasi's disserta-

tion [1]). Our resuits combine the ideas of Conjecrure 1 and Theorem 1'

e ,e.apf, is said to be k-linked if for every choice of 2k vertices xt , ' ' ' ,xk and y1 , ' ' ' ' 
yt'

there exists a collection of vertex disjoint paths P;:(x,,),) for all i' We use, in our

proofs, the follorvin-s result of Thomas and \lbllan [7]'

Theorem 2. If a graph G is 7Ok-corulecred- then G is k-linked'

A graph G is said lobe pancormectecl if for each pair of verlices u,v€y(G), there

exists a path of length I in G for each / satisf 1ng disr6Qt,v')<l<n- i' Finally, we also

make use of the follorving result of Williamson [8].

Theorem 3. If b(.G)> (rti)t12. rhen the graph G is panconnected.

2. MAIN RESULTS

For a given integer /. for ease of notation. rve consider all indices modulo r. Using the

above results, we prove the follouin,e theorems.

Theorem 4. Let t> 3 be an irieser ancl let0<e<1 I Qt). For tt>J t6 x lO10 I e6, let G be

agraphof ordernhatittg rjtGr> nl2and;r(G)>2lrl2). ForeveryX-{x1,x2,..',xr}!
V(G), there exists a hantihonian ctcle H suclt that dists(x;,x)>(7 lt-e)n for
all l<i<i <t. FLtrthennore. rJte rtiittintrnt deqree and connectivity conditions are

sharp.

The lower bound on ii in this and all of our results comes from Lemma 2. One may

easily venfy that this particular bound dominates ail bounds from other inequalities.

By choosing el:elt, the follo$in-e coroIlary to Theorem 4 becomes obvious.

Corollary 5. Let t>3 be an irteger and let O<e<l/(2t2). For n>Jt12xlo10 le6,

let G be a graph of order n hat'irtg d(.G)>n/2 and rc(G)Z2lt/21. For evetl X:
{\,*2,. . . ,.rr} c V(G), there exists a hantiltoniatt cycle H and an ordering of the elements

of X such tttat (llt-e)n<distu\i,.r'i)<(1 lt+e)n for all l<i<t. Furthennore, the

minimtmt degree and connectit'in cottditions are sharp.

We also consider the case rn u'hich we would like the chosen vertices {xt,...,xr}
to appear in order along the hamiltonian cycle and at approximately predetermined

distances.

Theorem 6. Let t>3 be an integer and e,y1,12....,111 positive real numbers

having Di:t.li:l and 0<e<min{7] /2}. For n>7t12 x 1010/e6, let G be a graph

of order n having d(G)> (rt*t-l)/2 or 5(G)>nl2 and tc(G)>3t/z. For every

f,:{x1,x2,...,r) cV(G), there exists a hamiltonian cycle H containing the vertices of
X in orcler such thet ("/)i-e')11<dists(x;,x;11)<(yt*e)rr for all \<i<t. Furthermore,

the minimum degree and connectivity conditions are sharp.

Joumal of Graph Theory DOI 10.1002/jgt



DISTRIBUTING VERTICES ON HAMILTONIAN CYCLES 31

The sharpness of Theorems 4 and 6 are estabLished, along with the proofs, in
Section 4. Aside from placing vertices on one long cycle, we also place chosen vertices
on different cycles of a2-factor with prescribed cycle lengths. The following theorem
finds such a2-factor.

Theorem 7. Let t>3 be an integer and e,"lt,^1t,...,',', be positive real numbers having

L'i:tli:l and 0<e<min{y, /2}. For n>7t6 x 1010/e6, let G be a graph of order
n having r(G)>(n*t-l)12. For every set X:{.r-i,.r:....,-tr}cV(G), there erists a
spanning collectionG of vertex disjoint cycles C;with ri€Ct sltchthat (y,-e)n<lC;l<
(yie)nfor all l<i<t. Fufthermore, the minimwn degree condition is sharp for many
choices of 1t,.. . ,y, and e.

The degree condition in this theorem is sharp because of the following example. Let
G1:Kyl(K1n-q/2UK6-t)z) when n-r divisible b1' 2. C1earl1.' 6(Gt):(n*t)/2-l.If
we choose S to be the vertices of the K, and rle choose 'i t,'it.,...,71 So there is no

subset16C[/] of the index set such thatl- et<fiur, ,, j; -0r. then this graph cannot
contain the desired collection of cycles.

Also similar to the above results, the folloriing theorem finds a spanning linkage
with approximately prescribed lengths on the paths of the iinkaee.

Theorem 8. Let t> 3 be an integer and e ,^i l,-i:. . . . .',, be positit'e real numbers having

L'i:tli:l and 0<e<min[yil2]. For n>7t6 xl}t'1 la5. ler G be a graph of order n
having 6(G)>(n+2t-1)/2. For eyery set X:{.i-i..r_...,.-r;.-\'1,1:,...,}r}cV(G) of 2t
yertices, there exists a spanning coLlectiort ? o.f yenet disjoint paths P;:(x,,...,),)
slrch that (yi-e)n< lP;l<(y,*e)n for all 1< r <r. Fttrthennore, the minimum degree
condition is sharp for many choices of ^i t, . . . .',', attd a.

The sharpness of Theorem 8 is -eiven br.the follo*ing construction. Let G2:
Kz,*(K@-2,112UK6-ztlrz) when n-2t divisrble by' 2. Clearlr' 6(G1):@*2t)/2-1.
If we choose,S to be the vertices of the K1, and u'e choose ',:t,^/2,...,1l/ so there is
no subset 1o C [r] of the index set such thar 1 - em <1,.;',.,. \ +ttn, then this graph
cannot contain the desired linkage.

The following is an easy corollary to Theorem 8. The sharpness is also given by the
same example as above.

Corollary 9. Let t > 3 be an integer and e,^i t,'iz, . . . .',. , be posirit e real numbers having

Lti:tli:l and 0<e<min{y; l2}. For n>7t6 x 1010/;5. let G be a graph of order
n having d(G) > (n+2t-3)12. For every set X: {-r1,.r1.. . . ..r,} c V(G) and Y cV(G)
with t<lYl<n/8, there exists a spanning collection ? of renex disjoint paths P;:
(xi,...,y)wherey;eY suchthat(y,-E)n<lPil<Oile)nfor all I<i<t. Furthermore,
the minimum degree condition is sharp for many choices o;f :r,...,^y, and t.

GivenasubgraphHCGwith2t chosenverticesX:-ri,-r1,...,xt,!1,!2,...,hCH.
the following corollary to Theorem 8 constructs a spanning collection of vertex disjoint
paths from x; to y; in G\II of lengths within the prescribed range.

Corollary 10. Let t>3 be an integer and e,y1,./2,...,^lt be positive real nwnbers
having Dj:tyi:l and 0<e<min{7; l2}. For n>lt6 x 1010/e6, tet G be a graph
of order n and let HCG with lHl:r. Suppose d(G)Z(rt{r-3)/2. For every set

Joumal of Graph Theory DOI 10.1002/jgt
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X:{x1,x2,.. . ,xt,jt,!2,... ,!r} cV(H) of 2t vertices, there exists a spanning collec-
tion 9 of vertex disjoint paths Pi:(x;,. . . ,yi) C (G\H) such that (y,- e)(n-r) < lp;l <
Oi+ e)(n- r) for all 7 < i < t. Furthennore, the minimttm degree condition is sharp for
many choices ofyt,...,y, and t.

In particular, this corollary implies that one may place a linear forest on a hamiltonian
cycle in a prescribed order with a given orientation on each path and with approximately
given distances between the paths of the linear forest. Similar work may be found
in [31.

The main work of the proofs is contained in the four lemmas presented in the next
section. In section 4, we bring to_eether the lemmas to prove Theorems 4 and 6. The
proofs of Theorems 7 and 8 are omitted since they are almost identical to the proof of
Theorem 6.

Each proof begins with the application of a Setup Lemma (see Lemma 4) which
provides a hamiltonian c1'c1e simrlar to the desired rycle but with only rough bounds
on the distances benveen verrices. \l'ith the structure provided by the Setup Lemma, if
certain conditions are satisfled. we then apply a Swapping Lemma (see iemma 2) to
adapt the structure to make it closer to the desirea cyile. If the above conditions are
not satisfled, rve i-enore rhe strucrure previously built and appty a Rebuilding Lemma
(see Lemma 3) to build the desired cycie directl.v. We also-make use of a technical
Absorbing Lemma (see Lemma 1). rl'ithin the proofs of the other lemmas, to clean up
any vertices that are "misbehavin,e".

3. LEMMAS

we now provide lemmas *.hich are necessary for the proofs of Theorems 4 and 6.
The first lemma te11s hou' to absorb vertices into a long cycle. By ..absorbing,, 

we
mean making a c1'c1e iarger bv including more vertices. Since adding verlicei to a
cycle sometimes invoil'es remoYing other vertices, we must be careful in the absorbing
process.

Lemma 1 (Absorbin-e'). Let t> 7, n> 5t be integers, and let G be a graph of order n
having d(G)> nll and let x:l*t,...,x,j be an ordererr set of t vertices in C. tf there
exists a cycle C of order at least 3n/4+t containing the vertices of X in thi given
order, then there erists a harniltonian cycle H containing tlrc vertices of X in the iive,order such that distsQ;.x;a)> distg(xi,x;,5) for all I < i <t.

Proof. Proceed by contradiction. Let J be a smallest collection of vertices that
cannot be absorbed into c while maintaining dists(xt,xr+i for a1l i. Let Jl be a
component of smallest order in J. rf Jt is the single verrex y, then since d(G)>n/2 it
follows that d6Q)> n /2. Since lCl <n- 1, it follows that v is adjacent to two consecutive
verrices u and u* of c; hence v can be absorbed into C, a contradiction. Thus, lJ,l>2.rf lJ/l:2 with .//:{u,v}, then since we have assumed J/ is connected, Gpll
contains the edge irv. If one of u or v is adjacent to consecutive verrices alon!
the cycle, then u,e can make the same insertion as above. Aiso if , and v i
adjacent to vertices n' and v/, respectively, with t/v/e E(c), then we may replace

Joumal of Graph Theory DOI 10.1002/jgt



DISTRIBUTING VERTICES ON HAMILTONIAN CYCLES 33

Ltlvt with u'uvv' to absorb u ard v into c. Both cases lead to a contradiction as
before.

Since dg(u),dc(.v)> n/2-1 and lCl <n-2:2(n/2-l), and l/(rr) and N(v) sarisfy
neither of the above cases, we know u and v must both be adjacent to every other
vertex along C and N6@):lt/s1u). Therefore, since n>5t, there must exist some
vertex ir€c-(N(a)ul/(v)) with w4.x.Let w- and wt be the verrices adjacenr to w
along C and, without loss of generality, select the edges lll.,- and l,iu*. Then C/:r(...,w- ,u,v,w-, ...) contradicts the maximality of C.

Finally, suppose lJ'l>3. Then there exists a path (v1,y2,1,,3) on rh_ree vertices in -//.
Clearly d6Q)>nl2- l"r/l for all i. Also note that 3n/4*t<|Cl<n- l-il1. Therefore,
since lJ'l <lJl<n/4-I, we get:

clc Q ) + d cQz) * d s (w) > ! - r1r' 1. n - )l' I + t >l c | + r.
2

From the previous cases, we may assume v7, and similarir'l'l and yj to_sether are
not adjacent to consecutive vertices for any l.i.j .3. Therefore, there must exist
at least /*1 vertices, )r[ such that v;w[,v1tt,, e E(.G) for some ilj and, for 1<k<
f*1. Hence, there exists at least one vertex u,e G\X u.irh i';rr,-. t'1w- eE(G). We may
now replace the path (tv1,w,w2) rvith the path (u1.P.x:) (rrhere P is any subpath of
(v1,v2,4) of order at least 2) to a-eain contradict the choice of "/' and finish the proof of
Lemma 1. I

The next two lemmas are the main components of our proofs. This first 1emma
explains how to move path segments from one subpath of 11 to another. We will use
A, B, A* and B* to denote both paths and the 

'errex 
set of the corresponding path.

The context will make the usage clear to the reader.
The function f(c,c') is given by

Lemma 2 (Swapping). Given constants c,C >0. let G be a traplt of order n>f (c,c/).
If A[a,all and B[b,b/] are d.isjoint paths with e(A,B)>o]. rhen rlrcre exist two other
disjoint paths A*la,atl, B*lb,b/)cGIAUBI such thar lBi<iB-i <lB]+cln and lA*l*
lB*l>lAl *lBl-64/c2.

The lower bound on n comes from inequalities (3) and (-l). respecrively.

Proof. Iet At CA denote the set of vertices ,-eA *'ith dp(t,)>c,t2/121,+11. Since
e(A,B)> cn2, we find

,n2 _.11t1- lA'l) (fr)

f(c,c'):sa {#:}

lA'l>

,n2
> 2lBl'

Assign a labeling /(v) to the vertices of A (and B) given by their distance from a
(or b), respectively, along A (or B). Deflne a crossing pair to be a pair of edges ay

Journal of Graph Theory DOI 10.1002/jgt
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FIGURE 2. Swapping.

and yz with u.v eA and 
-1 ,.€B such that l(u')<l(v) and /(z)</Lv). We call the vertices

u,v€A of a crossin-e pair the base of the pair and ],,2€B the terminal yertices of the
pair. Define the gap of a crossins pair to be /(r,)-/(:)>0. We will concern ourselves
only with crossing pairs rvith gap length at most 4/c.

Consider Figure 2 consistin*e of trvo crossin_e pairs a1y1,ylzi and u2y2,v2z2 where
d:l(vt')-i(rrr)>0. e:l(tt:)-1(r 1)>0. f :l(t:.)-l(u)>O, g:l(yt)-l(zi>Q, h-
l(z)-iClt)>0, and j:l(l:)-/t;1)>0. The goai of this lemma is to find two such
crossing pairs rvith

g+h+j<e <c'n-(g*h*j)

and

d+:f =s+j 1y. e)

Within this structure, the new paths A*:a,...,ul,y1,...,22,12,...,atarrd B*:
b, ...,21,v1, ...,1t2,)2., .. .. &' f ield the desired pair of paths.

Partition the vertices of A/ into collections of 14/cl consecutive (within A/ but
not necessarily consecutive u.'ithin A) vertices. Notice there are at least c2nl8 such
collections. Call each such collection a chunk.

Claim 1. Given a chmtk C. there are at least clBll2 crossing pairs based in c, whose
corresponding pairs of tenninal vertices are pairwise disjoint in B, with gap length at
most 4/c.

Proof of Cloim l. Given a crossing pair, removing all edges incident to the terminal
vertices of this pak decreases ds(C) by at most 2. Using the fact that da(C) . cnz /
(2lAl)>2clBl,it suffices to prove that as long as 6aG)> clBl, there exisrs a crossing
pair with gap length at most 4/c. This would imply that there exist at least clBll2
crossing pairs with gap length at most 4/c. Since all edges from the terminal pairs are
removed as the pairs are being chosen, the pairs are vertex disjoint within B.

Suppose Claim 1 is not true. By the above arguments, we may assume 6s(C)> clBl
and there exists no crossing pair with gap length at most 4/c.Index the vertices of C
as v1,v2,... such that l(.v)<l(v1) for all i<j. We know ds(v1)>clBl but no vertex of
C\v1 may be adjacent to any vertex that is the immediate predecessor of an adjacency

Journal of Graph Theory DOI 10.1002/jgt
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DISTRIBUTING VERTICES ON HAIV1ILTONIAN CYCLES 35

of v1 ' Therefore, there are at least clB! -l vertices of .B to which none of the vertices
of C\u1 may be adjacent.

For any i a\d j with i<j, ds(v)>clBl, but we claim that v; can share at most
lBl/(4/c):clBl/4 neighbors with v1.If vi and v7 share clBl/4+1 neighbors in B, then
two such neighbors u1 and ,2 must have dists(it,u2) <4/c. Hence, {ii,u1 ,v1,u2} form
a crossing pair with gap rength at most 4/c which is a contradiction.

Therefore, yi has ar leasr clBl -clBl/4:3clBll4 unshared adjacencies. This implies
that each vertex vi of C (aside from v1) forces at \east3clBl/4- 1 verrices ofB to have
no adjacencies in C\ {vt,vz,...,vi}.

Recall that n>f(c,c')>r6/c3 and rBl >crl>16rc2. After considerin-e ftl(3c))vertices o[ C, there remain at most

tlt-ktBt- 
"- 

( +-, ) rll4 - r) .o\rc '/\ o -')=u (3)

vertices of B remaining to which a vertex of C may be adjacent. Because lCl:4/c>4/(3c), this is a contradiction and completes the proof of ilaim t. I
Given two crossing pairs rl l yl, yl - r and u2\,2, vzz2, w esa,v these pairs form a sw app ingttrur.t\rr.if^l(u)>l(v) and l(z;)>tlt1) for some choice of i,j e{i.i1. for this choice ofi afi j, deflne the gap of the swappin-e srru*ure to be /(z;)-i[r;)'(i.e. the distance inB between the vertices of the crossing paus).

claim2. Any collection of l8/cl chunks contains a swappirtg strtrctlrre with gap h
for some 0<h<16/c2.

Proof of Claim 2. This claim employs a proof almosr identical to rhar of Claim 1.A chunk c is said to be to the right of another chunli c, if the maximum index of a
vertex in C/ is smaller than the minimum index of a r.ertex in C.

First consider the left-most chunk R*. The chunk ft= has at least clBl/2 crossing
pairs and consequently at least clBll2 'y"-r.ertices of these crossing pairs. It follows
that at least clBl/2- 1 vertices of B cannot be ,,;,,_vertices of an1. crossing pairs from
other chunks, since this would create a swappin,e strucfure.

Suppose some number of chunks have been considered and. as before, consider the
Ieft-most chunk R of the remaining collection. For er.ery segment of tengih tiia ,"-a,
we claim that R may share at most 4/c'y"-vertices u,ith chunks to its right. otherwise,
there exists a desired swapping strucfure withrn such a se-sment.

Therefore, this chunk may share a rotal of at mosr (a/dQBl/e6/c271:c1}1t+
"y"-vertices with chunks to its right. This implies that at l"^rt.1a1l+.y,,-vertices are
unshared.

Recall that n>f(c,ct)>64/(c/cz), so lBl >ct7>641(c/c). Hence, after considering4/c chunks, there are

Bt-(+-,)- (:-)(Y)=, G,

vertices available in B for "2"-vertices of crossing pairs, which is again a contradiction
completing the proof of Claim 2. I

Given a chunk c, define the span of c to be the number of vertices veA withl(vi<l(v)<l(v) for some v1,v2ec. Since the chunks are subsets of A, of order 4/c

Journal of Graph Theory DOI l}.lOO2ljgt
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and JAll >-(c/2)lAl, the average span of the chunks is at most g/c2. Recail that there are
at least 1c2 tz11,l.1chunks. From this, we see that the number of chunks of span at most
161c2 is at least (c2trc)l,ql. We cail a chunk good ifits span is at most 16/c2. Sincethere are many good chunks, we will only consider good .nu*, for the remainder ofthis proof.

our goal is to mark good chunks that are a particular distance apart within A. Start
at the beginning of .4 fln.r:TT.o{_rhe onginal tabeling; and mark the first good chunk.
Since (g*fr*i)<[2(4/c)+t6/c2] (recali our goal is inequarity (1)), we skip rhe nexr32(c*1)/c2>12(4/ c)+ LA t c1|r..ti.., of A. This bounds the disrance befween marked
chunks. we then mark the.next_(complete) good chunk and repeat this process until
we have crossed the entire iength of A.

Since at most 8/c*-9 chunks may iltersect each skipped segment, there are at
least c2lAl/(16((8/c)+9)) marked ctrunts. consider any segment of ctnl2consecutive
vertices of A. The average number of marked chunks that we see in such a segment is
(c2 cl / (32((8 / c) *9)))n; so Lf n is sufficiently large, there must exist a segment containing'at least 8/c marked chunks.

By Claim 2, there exists a swapping structure wittrin these marked chunks. Thisis the desired swappin-e strucfure (see inequarity (1)) since, using the notation fromFigure 2, we have shown that d,f ,g,j<4ic an-d, hi161rz' u ciaims 1 and 2. ourbounds on e give us

".l2grl
z G+h+i)

f c,n _ (g + h+i)

for n sufficiently lar-ee. AIso we har.e shown that d*f _fg_tj<64/c2 which provesinequality (2). This completes the proof of Lemma 2. f
,If there exists a partition of G into two sets with very few edges from one set to theother, the forowing lemma construcrs the desired hamirtonian Jycle airectry.

Iemma3.(Rebuildin_e). 
^Lett>3beanintegerarulyl,y2,...,y,positiverealnumbershaving. E'i:tyi:t and 0<e<mrn{7, /2} F+ sfficientli, torgi'r, let G be a graphof order n having 6(G)>(n*t-1)/2 or 6(G)>n/2 and rc(G)>3t/2. If there existsa partitiott of V(G) into sets ! "!d B yvith lAl,lBl, ,, ord' ,(A-,81.-** tlZ:,i0," ir"for ev;ery x:{xt,xz, "' ,x) cv(G), there exists a hamiltonian'cycr'e H containing thevertices of X in the given orcler such that (y;_e)n<dists(x;,xi1i<Oi+e)n for alt

1, <i<t.
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Proof. Let Ds (or Dr) be the set of vertices in A (respectively B) with each vertex of
Dt @r Dil having more than (e/ 40)n edges into B (respectively A) and let D: DtU Da.
From the hypotheses of the lemma, lDel,lDsl<@140)n.

Claim 1. Forany setAl c(A\DA)withlA/l>(.e/5')ln+2,GlA'lis panconnected. For
any set Bl c(B\Bd with lBll> (e/5)n12, GIB|I is panconnected.

Proof of Claim 1. Since d(GtA \DAl) > n I 2 - (.e / 40)n - (o / 40)n : n / 2 - (e / 20)n
and, by symmetry, d(GtB\DBl) >n/2-(e120)n, we see that lAl,lBl<n/2*(e/20)n.
Hence:

-nt
d(G[A \DA]) > 

'- 
n,

lAl+lB e

220
E

lAl+lAl--tt
= =' 

l0 --'")?0
: lAl-

Thus given At e-A\DA

> lA\D,r -
with lAll > (e/5)n*2,

6(4') > lA'l- ln'10
/lAl+2 i \ e>l-'--*-ttl--n

-r " L0 I l0\Z

> lAl+2 
.

2

Hence, by Theorem 3, we know G[A'] is panconnected. Bv sr,mmetry, GIB/lc
(B\Dr) is also panconnected. This completes the proof of Claim 1. I

The proof of this lemma is divided into cases based on the connectivitr.

Case 1. Suppose rc(G)>5t.

Choose a system Y : {u1,v1,u2,r2, . ..,ur,vr} of trvo distinct representatives for each
of the vertices of X with x;u;,x;vieE(G) for all i such that X'cG\(XUD). By our
degree conditions, there exists such a set X/. Since G is 5r-connected, we know there
exists a setof 2t vertex disjointpaths fromA\D to B\D in G\(XUX').LetMbethe
collection of shortest such paths (see Fig. 3).

Suppose we have constructed paths P1,...,P;t for some 7<i<t where Py:
Plvj,. .,uj+ifor j<i. Furthersuppose lPrl:l7tn). Letv;, ui11 €Xland, withoutloss of
generality, suppose v ; e A. Let Qi : V (P t)U. . . U V (P i-1) and let A/ : [A \ (DU XU Xt U
MUQ)lU{v;,u} for some ,r e AnM\(DU Qi).If .1,n<lAtl-((e/3)n*3t*2)-(2t-i+l),
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FIGURE 3. Graph G.

we use the fact that GL1'j is panconnected to construct a path pj of order y,n-),; inA/ from vi to Lt u'here l-; :tlistQt,ttial).
By Claim 1, since lJ'\pll>G/3)n*2>(e/5)n*2, it foltows that G[A/\pf] ispanconnected. Construct the path p; by using pt, and the path of length ),i from u toz;11. Note thar this uses at most 2 vertices from A,or B,; so lA,\ftl >@/3)n wLttch

means the resuitin-u graph is still panconnected by Claim 1.
rf yp>lAll- ((e/3)n.*3!!zl - et - i*1), we aiain use rhe facr that G[A/] is pancon-

nected to create a path of length 2 from vi to u. Let v be the vertex of MOB suchthat u,...,v is a path. 
Sf 

,]I,-First 
luppose tin<lB,l_((e/3)n*3r+Z)_(r_t), whereB/:[B\(DuXuX/lJrI'Jo;)]ur'. we iut" tt" path of length 2 from v; ro z fo,owedby the path from u to B through M, and. finaily, using th! panconnecrivity of GrB/),

complete our path rvith a path of the desired length within d/.
Again breaking tlr-is into cases as above. based on whether u;a1 is inA or B,construct

P;. This process may involr'e crossing from A to B and uact iusing M) at most twiceper path; so since M ori-einally contains 2t paths, the construction-p.ocess will neverrun oul of paths.
rf yin>lBtl-((e /3)n*3t+2)-(t-i),wemark v; as reserved and construct the asso-

ciated path later. This reserv-ation of vertices happens at most twice. Note that if we had
reserved at least three vertices, then since e< rrnn{y;n/2}, we could have constructed
one of the reserved paths as before.

Suppose, without loss of generaliry, that vv is the single remaining vertex in x/(whether it was reserved or not) and vr€A and ret ube aiemaining vertex of AoM\(DuQ). rf q eB, then use the panconnectivity of GIAll to.orn"Jt yt to uusing arlof A/, take the path in M from tt to B and use the panconnectivity of Bt to cover B/.This creares a path of order /y for y,n> lr>Tfi_lDl_lMl>0,_@/2))n as long as n issufficiently large. If \eA, we take apat6'v1,...,u of length2, cover all of Bi on apath between two vertices of M, come back io A and cove-r At to again construct thedesired path (see Fig. 4).
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FIGURE 4. Path corstlrctior

Finally, suppose v1-1 and v; are the two resen'ed vertices of .Y'. One may show that

lA'l,lB'l,ll,-fl1, ard ly,nl are all within (elln of each other. .{s above, we create
short paths from v1-1 and u1 to vertices u',- 7.r'.e A and from i- and a1 to vertices

v'r,u'reB. We now use the panconnectivity of G[.{'] and G[B'] to construct a path
P',-t:u',_t,...,u', of length lAll and a path P',:r,'r.....u! of length lBl1. We then let
Pi:vi,.-.,r'i,...,tt',*1,...,ui+1 for i:t-1,/. Because ',A't.B'i.i',:,-ptl, and ly,n] arc
all within (e/2)n of each other, one may easily check that these paths are of length /, with:

0, - ;) n +3t +2 - lDal <t; < (',,,

Q,- i) n<ti<(r, * ) ,,

+:)/rr3r-1.
1/

so we get:

Notice, in this process, we can miss at rnost lD.1 +lDali(e/5)tt+2+6t<(el2)n
vertices for n sufficiently large. Applying Lemma 1. the desired hamrltonian cycle
results.

Case 2. Suppose (.3t12)<rc(G)<St.

Let K be a minimum cutset of G with 3t/2<lKl<5t. Since a(G) > nl2, there cannot
be more than two components of G\K. Cali these components .{ and B.

We call a vertex veK blocked to A (or B) if for erery edge e from v into A
(respectively, B), e:vxi for some xieX.For each vertex ue K\X rvhich is blocked to
A, we choose a distinct vertex -ri e 1/(v)nXOA. CalI this the blockmg vertex. We call the
vertices of KOX with only one edge to eitherA\X (or B\X) half-blocked to A (or B).

For v e K\X which is blocked by a vertex xi e AOX, remove all edges to A oX\"r; and

move y to B and move .ri to K. By the choice of these removed edges, the connectivity
will not be affected. We have now eliminated all the blocked vertices of K\X and
possibly created more half-blocked vertices.
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FIGUBE 5 Types of paths

We next remove all edses betu'een vertices of X to create a new graph G/. Note that
these ed-ees are useless in the construction of the desired cycle. Lei Ki be aminimum
cutset in G' containrn-g the maximum number of vertices of X and observe that we
have the follouing facts abour G':

o There are no blocked venices in K/.
o rc(G')> K(G) - (r I )l> t.
o No half-blocked 

'enrces 
could also have been blocked or blocking.

For the sake of notation. lr e distinguish four different types of paths that we would
like to construcr. A path Pl frgm -rr ro ri+r is of rype r if x-if y, und ,,*, d K, or x; d Kl
and x;11 e K'. A path,P, is of Ty,pe II if xi,xi,r1e A or both are in B. A path p; is of
TypeIIIif ,r;.-r";'1eK'.Frnallr.aparhp;isof rypeIV if xieAandr;11 eB orx;€B
and x;a1e A. See Fieure -i.

Since d(G) > nl2 and K'l<5r. rve know n/2_5t<lAl, lBl <n/2+Stand, by Claim 1,
G[A] and GlBl are panconnected. Using the same argument as in the previous case, as
long as there are enough paths from A to B, we may construct ail paths as desired. If
rc(G/)>t, the reader ma\. rerifv that there are enough paths from A to B to complete
the above argument. If x(G'):t, we know every vertex of X was either blocked or
blockrng. This implies rhat a1r the paths are of rypes II or N. By tedious case analysis,
the paths may be constructed as above to get the desired hamilionian cycle.

Case 3. Suppose x(.G'1<3t/2.

Let k:ka*k6 where ,(o is the number of blockings or hatf-blockings into A and
likewise k6 for,B. From the previous case, we know that it rc(G)>/*l*t then
we may construcf the paths to -uet the desired hamiltonian cycle. Consider a vertexveA and a vertex rue B rvhich are not involved in any half-brocking. The vertex y
is adjacent to at mosr r(G)-k. vertices of K and u, is adjacent to at most rc(G)_
kb vertices of K. Therefore, lAl> d(.v)*1-(.rc(G)-ko)Z@*t*1)/2_rc(G)+k" ana
similarly lBl > (n -l t * 1) / 2 - rc(G) 1- ku. Hence,,, : lAl+ lBl + Ir(G) > n t t *1 _ rc(G) *ko+b or rc(G)> t+ka*ka*1 and we have our result.

This completes the proof of Lemma 3. I
JoLtmal of Graph Theorl DOI 10.1002/jgt
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Our flnal lemma provides some structure similar to that in Theorem 1 but with the
chosen vertices in a given order on the hamiltonian cycle.

Lemma 4 (Setup). Let t>3 be an integer and for sfficiently large n, let G be a
graph of order n having d(G)> (n*t-t)12 or 6(G)>nt2 anct rc(G)>3t/2. For every
X:{xt,x2,... ,xt} cv(G), there exists a hamilto^nian clcle H containing the vertices if
X in order such that distp(x;,x;11)>(1/(6.100, e_l/(2t))))nfor all l<i<t.

Proof, Let n be sufficiently large and G be as stated. Let {xt,...,x} cV(G) and let
e:1/(2t).If there exisrs a parriri^on of v(G) lnro r\r,o sets A and B, havin_s lAl,lBl>
en such that e(A,B)<(€2/1600)n2, then rve may apply Lemma 3 to ger the desired
hamiltonian cycle. Subsequently, we need to onl)- show how to proceed if such a
partition does not exist.

claim 1. suppose we are given a graph G of sLfficientty rarge order nwith 6(G)> n/2
and a real number e>0. If, for every partitiort of v(G) into two sets A and B with
lAl,lBl> tn, we have e(A,B)>1e2 /t6OO1n2. then K(G)>1e2 trcOOg_e))n.

Prood of Claim 1. We proceed by contradiction. Let K be a cutset of order less
than (e2/(t600(1-e))n. since d(G) >n/2, q,e knou' there are only two components
(call them A and B) of G\K and since lKl<; I e6o0(1- e))n and. 6(G)> n/2, we know
lAl,lBl>en- Let Al:AuK. By assumption. e(A'.8) > {a2 /l6oo1n2 and all these edges
must be incident to vertices in K. Therefore. there e-rists a vertex y€K such that.

ezn2

do(v)>-g- :(t -;)n.

1600( 1 - c)

However, since lAl>en, this is a contradiction, compietins the proof of claim l. r
Since d(G)>n/2, we may choose a system X'of tuo distinct representatives from

the neighborhood of each vertex of X. Also sirce d(G) >n/2, we wish to create a
collection I of 2t vertex disjoint paths in G\X tu.o of *'hich start at each vertex of X.
Further, we wish each path to have length le2nl(1600(1 - e')2i)l - 6 which ensures rhar
rc(G\7(P))>10r. Note, these paths are easily consrructed using a greedy approach
within the neighborhood of the end vertex of the path under construction.

Let P:uv(P;) for Pieg. By Theorem 2, *,e know'G\(pulo is r-linked. This
implies that we may link, using only^verrices of G\(pux). the ends of the paths of p
to create a cycle of length at least (e2/(1600(]-e)))n-11r conraining the vertices of
X in the given order.

_- Choose a longest cycle H having dist11@i,x1)> e2nr(1600(1-e)r)- rl for ili<t.
we may assume lHl<3n/4+t; otherwise applying Lemma 1, the desired hamiltonian
cycle results.

First suppose IHI<@*t-1)/2. This impiies ctctni)>1for allveH. Also any
vertex of G\r1 may not be adjacent to consecutive vertices of ll, so ,(G[G\I{):(n*t-l-l?l)12>lG\Hl/2. By Dirac's Theorem [4]. this implies Gtc\r1l is hamit-
tonian connected. At this point, we simpry choose two consecutive vertices v,-v+ ev(H)
and neighbors of these vlrtices u,ute G\H. Now create H' from.Fl by removing the
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edge vv+ and inserting the path v,il,...,a',v+ using art of G\t1. Notice lH,l>lHl,which contradicts the choice of 11.

Now suppose (n * t - 1) I 2 <lH I <3n / 4 * t.If "r 
: 6 yp, rhen n / 4 _ t <ll | <(n _ t + 1)/2.By assumptron, e(H,J';>t2n2/1600; hence, it foilows that there exists a pathP;:(xi,x;,r1)n such that e(pi,J)>e2n2 l11600r). Consequently, there are at least

e2n2 / 1t60ot1Jl)- t > ezn/ (go}t) -ivertices v ep; with h0)>2. since lp;l<3214,the average distance berween vertices v such that ctle)>2 is at most:

lPil 300t n
-;--<----- < . -t<lJl,t'n _l r- +

800r

if n is sufficiently laree Therefore, there exist two vertices tt,v € pi wirh distp,(u, v)< i./lsuch thar d1@),d1e)>2.
Recall that no vertel yf /--1y be adjacent to consecutive vertices of 11; so d(,/)>(n+t- 1) /2 - lHl /2 ztl,Jl +Z) tz:so, by"Theorem 3, .r is panconnecte d. Let ut e J nN@)and let v/e -/o,\'(r,)\{ir'J. There exists a hamiltonian path p of ./ from u, to y/. Wenow replace Pi:.rr,....,tt,.. 

-,y,...,xi+l wrth the path p/,:xi,...,u,Ltl,p,v/,r1,...,*i+t-.
Because lll>disrn(.u_.r )._it foliows that lpjl>lp;l contradicting the choice of F1 andcompletin_e the proof of Lemma 4. I

4. PROOFS OF THE MAIN RESULTS

Theorem 4. Ler t > 3 be an integer and ret o <e<1 / (2t). For n> 7 t6 x 70to / e6, ret G bea graphof ordernhat,i_rtg d(G)>_n/2andrc(G:)>Z|tiZ1. ForeiryX:{x1,x2,...,xic
v(G), there exists a harnirtonia, cycre H s;uch that'dista(xi,i)Ze/t_e)n for ail
7 <i<j <t.

Proof. 81' Theorem r. *.e knorv there exists a hamiltonian cycle H in G such that,foragiven sei of r venices X:{.r,.....r.1 i
the sei of harniltonia,':T:;l;J:; ,";li,; #:.,r,1= 

n/(2t) for all iti. Let tr be

For each H in -tr, let g be the set of path segments of 11 between the vertices ofXincluding both end renicls. Ord^er the iaths p; eg fromshortest to longest and lett:min{i:lpil<lpi_tl-elr:1n}.If no suih t exisrs, one may easily verify rhat E isthe desired hamiltonian o,cre. Ler 1 be the set of indices of paths of order ress than
n / t - tn and define ldH ):7 _, ltrt-t'n-tP;,

Let H be rhe _uraph ," ,f"riin tr1l1; mrnimu m" If I:A,this cycle 11 is the desired
hamiitonian cvcle; so suppose not. partirion the path segmenrs into g:l)i_;; i_*;t is defined above) and c:g\g. rf the number oflages berween .il and fi is atTeast (e2/7600)n2, there_musr exist a pair of paths A ek and, Be 0 with e(A,B)>
1e2 /1600t2;n2. First applying Lemma'2 with li:7/t for ali i, c:6,211160012; andcl:Etx/(2t2), and then Lemma I to reabsorb any rost vertices yierds a hamiltonian
cycle Hle.# with p(E)<p(H), which is a conrradiction. Note thut trr. lower boundon the value of n comes from the appiication of Lemma 2.

Suppose the number of edges between .il and o is ress than (e2 /r600)n2. Let K bea minimum cutset of G.rf rKr>3t/2, then we may apply Lemma 3 to complete the
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FIGURE 6. The g'apr' G.

proof; so assume lKl<3t/2. By the minimum degree condition, there can oniy be two
components A and B of G\K; furthermore. 1Kt>2ltl)). For every vertex x; dK, make
a short path (by the degree condition, this path has ieneth at most 2) to a vertex v; of
K and contract the path to a new vertex -rl e K. Notice u e have oniy removed at most
2, vertices and since lKl<3t/2, A and B are ven' dense: so u'e have not decreased the
connectivity of G below zlt/21. If r is even. \\'e ma\,i connecf \ to x2 through A, x2 to
x3 through B, and so on to get a hamiltonian cycle riith all vertices essentially equally
spaced.

If r is odd, there exists at least one vertex r,e K\X and u'e may again connect all but
one of the paths as above. There wiil be one path P; - (.r,. -r 1) remaining that cannot flt
into only one of A or B. For this path. u'e must use the vertex v to cross betweenA
and B to complete the desired hamiltonian c1.c1e.

To see the sharpness of the minimum degree condition. consider the graph Gs
consisting of two cliques of order (n+1')12 shanng a comrnon vertex. The graph G
has d(Go)>nl2- I and G6 is not hamiltonian.

To see the sharpness of the connectiviry conditron. consider the graph G1 in Figure 6.
This graph consists of two sets.4:B:K(.n-r)L and an A.B separating set C with
lcl:2lt/21-1 (for n of the correct parity).Notice iCl is always odd and lCl<r. If
all of the vertices X are in A (or B), we would need at teast [r/21 of our path segments
to cross into B and hence use at least 2ltl2l verrices of C\X but lCl :2ltlZl- 1; so
it is impossible to construct the desired hamiltonian o'cle.

This completes the proof of Theorem 4. I

Theorem 6. Let t>3 be an integer and e.j'r.l':....,',', positite real numbers
having D|:tli:l and 0<e<min{yf /2}. For n>Jtllxlotale6, let G be a graph
of order n having d(G)>(n*t-l)/2 or 6(G)>nl2 and rc(G)>3t12. For every
X:{x1,x2,...,xt}CV(G), there exists a hamiltonian cy'cle H containing the vertices
of X in order such that (y,-e)n<dists(xi,xi+t)<Qi*t)n for all 1<i<r.

Proof. By Lemma 4, there exists a hamiltonian cycle 11 with the vertices of X in
the given order and dists(x;,x;a1)>enfor allx;eX. Applying Lemmas 2 and 3 as in
the previous proof, the desired result follows. Note that the lower bound on the value
of z comes from the application of Lemma 2.
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FIGURE 7. The graph G2.

Again the sharpness of the minimum degree bound follows by considering the graph
Gg used in Theorem 4. To see the sharpness of the connectivity bound, consider the
graph G2:AUBU C u.here A:B:Kh_3t/2+j,)tz and C:Ky/z- 1 (see Fig.7).

choose a set.l.1 of r/r1 r'ertices in A and a set sn of t/4 vertices in B, as well as
two disjoint sets of r/.1 .,'ertices s6, and s6, in c. Now join each vertex of sa to each
vertex of s6. and each vertex of sg to each vertex of s6,. The set 56, will contain
{xt,xs,...,-ri/2_1 }.56riillcontain{.-2,_t+,...,xt/2},s6rwillcontain {*,D+2,*rtz+q,...,xt},
and S,a wili contain fr:1,,1 i,.r-1,1_3,...,xr_1J (as shown in Fig. 7).

For each vertex l e c g'hich does not already have any edges to A (likewise B), all
edges are added from v to A (respectively B). Notice, each path we construct must use
a vertex of C\X; hence. rve need lCl>3t/2.

This completes the proof of Theorem 6. I
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